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CONTEXT

In efforts to limit global warming to 1.5 degrees above pre-industrial levels by
2050, a global goal made under the International Paris Agreement in 2015,
global consumption of food especially meat and other animal products are to
be reduce by more than 50% of what is consumed today.
More than 45% of the Earth's land surface are cleared woodland used to raise
livestock and on top of that, cattles produce large amounts of methane
contributing to almost a quater of all greenhouse gas emissions.
A vegetarian diet change, switching to less carbon intensive or alternative,
can greatly reduces an invidividual's carbon footprint of up to 96%.

SOLUTION

To designed a promotional activity that focuses on the process of making
meal decisions. Imagined to be part of a larger exhibition or campaign by
any sustainable food activist organisation e.g. Quorn, IMPOSSIBLE, IPCC etc.

00.

STARTING PAGE
The application starts with a simple interface with Live
footage of a farm with a call of action to begin.
The vending machine too, will also start here, the difference
is that it will be more like screen saver mode. In the
background, however, will be a two way Live footage
between the farm and the audience. Instead of just tapping
on the screen, visitors of the exhibition are encouraged to
wave to the animals.

Our current
diets are
pushing
the Earth
beyond its planetary
boundaries, while
causing ill health. This
puts both people and
the planet at risk.
The Lancet. "Diet and food production must radically change to save planet."
ScienceDaily. ScienceDaily, 16 January 2019.
<www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/01/190116185207.htm>.

01.

CAI PNG MENU
The slider presents all the side dishes offered.
All items are colour coded along the borders
to represent the two categories- Vegetables
and meat. While selecting, the selected
dishes will go into their ‘Plate’ and are
editable until order is confirmed.

02.

DIET COMPARISON
The carbon footprint for the selected CAI PNG combination
will be calculated and compared to the sustainable portions
dictated by research at Eat-Lancet. Meal portion statistics
are also displayed in percentages, 100% being the best.
If the results are upsetting, users may return to the CAI PNG
menu on the previous page to change their order.

03.

CHOICE SELECTION
To reduce their carbon footprint, 4 options of various
meat portions are given, along with their environmental
benefit. Users can either opt for a more sustainable
meal by choosing to have less meat, meat alternative,
full vegetarian. If they stick to their original, meaning
there was no change in choice, they'll move on to the
"Know your Meat" section.
On the second round, regardless of final choice, the
application will proceed to "Before Vs After".

03.5

KNOW YOUR MEAT
Here is where the users will have to issue an electric shock
to obtain their meat. On the phone it will be a simple tap
to play a slaughterhouse video.
The vending machine, however, is much more interactive.
There will be a designated surface for the user to place
their hand and while they complete the task, they will also
receive a safe shock. Then instead of proceeding, the
application will revert back to Choices page for a second
round of choice selection.
This method however may become a challenge among
the audience and stray from original intent.

04.

BEFORE VS AFTER
For those that changed their decision, the application will
calculate the carbon footprint for the new portions. Then
compare the new statistics with the original. The page will
be scrollable, the first one will be the updated one and the
second will be the original.
For those that stuck to their original option, they'll not get a
comparison.
For those that are still eating meat, will be provided with an
educational video on heme and artificial meat along with a
sample that they can redeem with their order.

05.

ORDER COMPLETE
After completing and confirming their order, the application
will issue a number tag reference of Livestock ear tags. The
tag must be shown to redeem the ordered meal.

92%
MADE THE SAME CHOICE

IS YOUR MEAL

ECO-APPROVED?
1st choice: Vegetarian/Heme

1st Choice: Less Meat

Possible

Scenarios

1st Choice : Meat
2nd Choice: Any Option

Vegetarian or
Heme ends with
Econom Award.
All meat options
ends with Ear Tag.

